
How do I get property codes?  
Property codes are automatically assigned to active 
listings. Once more active listings become available,  
they will be assigned property codes automatically. 

How do I reassign a property code? 
Inside of the Text BHGRE platform, visit Marketing Suite 
> Property Codes. Once in there locate and select the 
Property Code you would like to reassign. Then click on 
Edit Configuration.  

I am a broker looking for my company keyword.   
Where do I find this?  
Your keyword can be found by in the Text BHGRE 
platform under Marketing Suite > Text Keywords.

Can I change my keyword?  
Yes, this can be done in the Text BHGRE platform under 
Marketing Suite > Text Keywords

Am I able to purchase my own keyword?  
Yes! You may purchase a personalized keyword directly 
through the Text BHGRE Platform. Why would you want 
one? Perhaps you work in a specific lake community or 
if you are a part of a large team. Please note, there is an 
additional cost for this. 

How can I see if a keyword is available?  
Within the Text BHGRE platform, there is a Keyword 
Wizard.  When in the Text BHGRE platform, visit 
Marketing Suite > Text Keywords and click on Keyword 
Wizard.

How do I purchase sign riders?  
We have an integration with Lowen Sign though the Text 
BHGRE dashboard which allows for seamless ordering of 
your riders.  You may also elect to use any national or local 
vender of your choosing. Approved designs can be found 
in the BHGRE ID Manual.

Can codes and keywords be incorporated into yard signs? 
Yes, you may customize your signs to have an office 
keyword or property codes. Approved designs can be 
found in the BHGRE ID Manual.

What is Text BHGRE? 
Text BHGRE is a mobile marketing platform powered by 
DotSignal. Using a property code or keyword displayed on 
a yard sign rider, interested homebuyers can send a text 
to instantly get more information about a property.

What is the difference between a Keyword and a 
Property Code?

1. Keyword – Keywords use geo-location of the 
consumer to identify the property of interest, 
presenting the closest property first. A keyword is 
automatically provided to all BHGRE offices at the 
company level.  Agents can also purchase keywords as 
an upgrade. Try it - Text Office to the phone number 
35620.

2. Property Code - Like keywords in that they instantly 
capture driveway leads while providing your customer 
with the information they want on their mobile phone. 
Unlike keywords, Property Codes are assigned to 
a unique property and can be reassigned to a new 
property when it becomes available. Try it - Text 
12345 to the phone number 35620.

What are IQ Phone Numbers? 
IQ numbers are speech enabled automated assistants that 
can send property details and current inventory straight 
to the buyer’s cell phone and will route calls accordingly, 
24/7. Be advised: there is an additional fee for this 
upgrade. For pricing, visit your Text BHGRE platform. 

How do I sign up?  
Text BHGRE is available to you at no additional charge. 
This is an automatic program, so no need to sign up. There 
are however upgrades and for additional information 
please visit the Text BHGRE platform. 

How do I access Text BHGRE?  
Start by logging into The Greenhouse. Then navigate to 
Agent Tools > Text BHGRE. It utilizes Single Sign-On, so 
you never have to remember separate login credentials!

What type of properties are eligible? 
Text BHGRE is automatically assigned to residential 
listings only.  
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Can Keywords or Property Codes be used outside  
of the riders or signs?  
Absolutely, and we would encourage this. You may use 
the codes on social media, postcards, flyers, business 
cards, and many more.

Can I demo Text BHGRE on my listing presentation? 
Absolutely, and we encourage this! By utilizing your 
Seller Presentation Sheet and using your Demo Code 
you can show your sellers firsthand how this tool works.

What is the Seller Presentation Sheet and where  
do I find it? 
This is a wonderful addition to Text BHGRE! The Seller 
Presentation Sheet is branded to you and has your 
dedicated Demo Code on it. The sheet should be included 
in your listing presentation as a reminder for you to demo 
how you are going to drive buyer leads to their home! The 
sheet can be found right on the Text BHGRE platform - 
Marketing Suite > Presentation Keyword > Download.  

After a potential buyer sends a text what happens? 
Once an interested buyer texts a keyword or property 
code they will be directed straight a branded mobile 
friendly site, maintaining your agent and office branding 
throughout the process. 

Do I receive a lead notification? 
Yes! Agents automatically receive a text message and/or 
an email notification with the lead information. This can 
be managed through the Text BHGRE dashboard under 
the Manage My Leads section.

How can I check to ensure my contact information for 
lead delivery is correct? 
Your contact information can be reviewed and changed 
directly from the Text BHGRE platform under the 
Manage tab > Manage Leads > My Leads.

Do my leads automatically flow into my CRM? 
Yes! Once a text lead is generated all the information  
will feed directly to the agent’s CRM. 
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How does Text BHGRE get the information?  
All company, agent, and listing information feeds directly 
from the backend system, dash. 

I received a lead. Do you recommend I call or text them? 
We recommend you text the lead back right away. In the 
text, you may ask to call the prospects moving forward.  
Be sure to make it personal, identify yourself and be sure  
to include the property/neighborhood the lead came in for.

What happens if an agent doesn’t answer the text lead? 
The lead will flow according to your company’s LeadRouter 
Business Rules. Unless this is a direct to agent lead. Which is 
a lead on a property code that is assigned to a specific listing.

Does Text BHGRE support teams?  
Yes, you may add team members contact information to 
receive the same lead notifications as you do. This can be 
done under the Text BHGRE platform > Manage tab > 
Manage Leads > My Leads. Once in there select Add  
New Record.

What roles needs to be assigned in dash to give me  
access to the dashboard at the company level? 
Company level access is granted to those who have a  
non-sales positions within dash. 

What reporting is available at the office level?  
Under the Reports section in Text BHGRE you will notice 
Insights & Analytics, select this.  In here you can view YTD 
lead totals, where the leads are coming from, agent lead 
totals, month over month leads, and much more. You can 
customize or filter with most reports. 

Who do I contact if I need help? 
You may check out all the training videos available on the 
Text BHGRE platform. 

IF YOU NEED ADDITIONAL SUPPORT,  
PLEASE CONTACT THE BHGRE HELP DESK  
AT 866.616.4244 OR HELP@BHGRE.COM.
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